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Objective
The group can decide wheather 10 points, 15 points or 20 points as the goal.

Set-Up
Give each player an eraser board and marker. Write each persons name on the game
board associated with their small eraser board color. Each player rolls the dice and
highest roll becomes the first artist.

Levels of Play
EASY - After the artist finishes, the artist gives the first letter of the word as a clue and
you can also tell players if it is one or two words

MEDIUM - You are to alternate each round with giving a first letter clue only and not
giving a clue. A round is where each person has drawn once.

HARD - No clues are given.

How to Play
The artist takes the big drawing board and blindfold, taking the first card, rolls the dice to
see what word they secretly has to draw. When the artist is ready, the drawer puts on the
blindfold and begins to draw the secret word. The artist must not let the other players see
the drawing in progress.
Once the artists feels they are ready, they secretly write a players name, who they feel will
guess correctly for a bonus. The artist then reveals the drawing to everyone. Based on what
level you are playing, clues are given if applicable. The other players secretly write on their
boards what the artist drew. After everyone has made their guess, one by one, everyone
reveals their guess and the artist reveals the answer. The artists then reveals who they
thought would guess the correct answer. Points are awarded on the main board accordingly.
You can’t use numbers, symbols or letters in your drawings. If there are questions in the
group about answers take a vote.
* Younger players can chose any of the words to draw on the card.

Points Awarded
1 Point - For the artist and any players who guesses correctly.
1 Point Bonus - For the artist when they secretly choose a player who guesses correctly.
3 Points (The star word) - These words are worth 3 points instead of 1 point, for the artist
and any players who guesses correctly.

- 2 Points - If all players guess correctly except for one player, that player subtracts
2 points from their score.
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